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NEWSLETTER
OCTOBER 2020

PRESIDENT’S THOUGHTS
Dear Members. These are indeed solemn times. We cannot escape for one moment the
effects Covid has had on our families, our communities, our country and the world at
large. We seem to be constantly bombarded with new rules, changing economic
forecasts and just as we were hoping to see light at the end of the tunnel, the virus has
decided to return, this time in a bigger wave. We could all quite simply want to lock
ourselves away and turn our back, and pray that tomorrow it will all pass.
Unfortunately, we are going to have to live with the pandemic for some time to come.
Yet, if one steps back just a little, you can see a little shimmer of light. Our wonderful NHS
is doing a fantastic job, and are now in a better position to treat patients in a more
successful way. I have heard of so many stories of people helping each other, and
looking out for their neighbours. Yes, there are the few who will always break the law, but
I am absolutely convinced that out of tragedies and disaster comes an amazing warmth
of humanity. Slowly, we have been able to get back to work, and yes it has been difficult,
but we must all forge ahead and keep that positive mental attitude.
It would come as no surprise that all our events this year have now been cancelled.
However, just as soon as it is safe to do so, we shall regroup, reorganise, and get the
Twinning Association up and running, so that we may all meet again and together look
forward to a brighter future.
Stay safe, wishing you and your families my very best wishes
See you soon

RECENT EVENTS
For us in Wimborne none of our 2020 post-AGM events survived Covid but our French friends managed
their barbecue franco-britannique on Sunday 6th September it taking place in the sizeable grounds of
the presbytère de l’église Saint-Martin (12thC), at Fontenay-sur-Mer. The size of the venue, found by

Roger Mutte, allowed for the necessary Covid-inspired conditions and the arrival of rain didn’t
drown the enjoyment of getting
together again.
It does sound like a bit of a deluge
requiring some repacking, sheltering
and donning of hats and coats. But
then it was gone and with the sun
returned it was soon back to food,
drink and that wholly agreeable
social interaction from which we
have been starved in 2020.
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In VALOGNES …..there is an interesting development in train following the purchase of the Hôtel Saint-Malo
by local entrepreneurs Alain Couppey and Hubert Trublard.
Work has been underway for six months, and is to continue until an opening in Spring 2021
by which time this traditional hotel will have been converted into an Appart-Hôtel under the
name of OXXOTEL, the address being 7 rue Saint Malo, 50700 Valognes. The difference is that
the hotel guests will have access to common equipment and services. Also there is no receptionist
on duty; the rental will be arranged via the Internet, through which customers will receive their
access code.
The establishment will have eight sizeable guest rooms each with en suite facilities and
refrigerator and, for the majority of them, a linen cloakroom.
Common living spaces are being developed, such as a kitchen where guests can prepare their
breakfasts and other meals, a living room with fireplace, a small outdoor terrace and a well–
being and relaxation area comprising spa, sauna and fitness room.
The latest change to Valognes’ accommodation options.

Pamela Florence Wood
04/09/1938 - 03/09/2020
Members were much saddened to hear that Pam had died..
She was born in Wimborne one of three children (a sister and a brother) Father was a
serviceman and mother a nanny.
Her early work included time spent at a firm of solicitors and then at one point she joined
Eurocontrol, initially in the UK but later she joined the HQ team in Brussels.
She was a great supporter of WVTA. Not active in the hosting/visiting cycle nevertheless
Pam’s cheque was amongst the first received when it came to fund-raising events.
A major contribution was her organisation and leading of the Saturday afternoon French
conversation group, the most recent meeting place being the Olive Branch
A lovely lady, she will be greatly missed.
HELEN & PETER BROOKS share their
memories
We have known Pamela since before we were
married. She was a friend of Peter’s family since
the sixties. When she was working for
Eurocontrol, the European Organisation for the
Safety of Air Navigation, based in Brussels,
whenever she came to Wimborne to visit her
family, she stayed with Peter’s parents.
In 1992 she invited us and our two sons to stay for
a week with her friend and colleague Elise in
Brussels, where we were superbly looked after
and given conducted tours of many tourist sites.
She was an active member of the WVTA since her
return to Wimborne on her retirement, running a
French conversation group and regularly
attending and assisting with events.
Outside the WVTA, she visited Peter’s mother at
home every week after his father's death in 2013,
until she died in 2017.
Pam in Brussels days
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ROGER MUTTE recalls his FIRST JOURNEY TO THE UK (1963)
- and also provides your French homework for thís edition
J'apprenais l'anglais au lycée depuis deux ans. Sans
grande conviction. Pas plus que l'allemand que j'étudiais
depuis quatre ans. En fait, seul le français m'intéressait
vraiment et j'étais le meilleur de ma classe en études de
textes, dictée, et surtout rédaction. Plutôt que m'envoyer
en Allemagne –ma mère avait souffert de l'Occupation
durant la Seconde guerre mondiale- mes parents
décidèrent de me faire voyager en Angleterre. Avec
précaution, sachant l'adolescent turbulent que j'étais, il
prirent contact avec un organisme périscolaire qui
organisait des séjours outre-Manche.
C'est ainsi que l'été arrivant, je me suis retrouvé à Morden,
petite ville proche de Londres (terminus de la Northern
line du métro londonien) dans une famille anglaise, en
immersion totale, ne sachant de la langue de Shakespaere que quelques formules de
politesse apprises à la hâte. De fait, mes hôtes britanniques étaient un couple de
seniors, lui, retraité des British Railways, elle, mère au foyer, et excellente cuisinière,
et ne parlaient pas un mot de français. Mais, tous deux étaient très indulgents devant
mes efforts pathétiques pour nouer le dialogue. Heureusement, l'organisation avait
prévu de dispenser des cours, tous les matins, par des professeurs bénévoles, dans
le club-house du club de cricket local, où se retrouvaient tous les jeunes français qui
faisaient, comme moi, partie du voyage d'études. De temps en temps, ces gentlemen
nous emmenaient en visites d'entreprises, pour changer des circuits touristiques. C'est
ainsi que j'ai visité le Stock Exchange, les disques Decca, ou encore les jouets Tri-ang,
Après quoi, la tâche n'était pas finie, car j'avais l'obligation quotidienne, comme tous
mes camarades de rédiger (en français) deux pages sur un cahier appelé Good
compagnion qui relatait mon activité de la journée écoulée. Et d'y préparer un grand
sujet sur le thème de mon choix puisé dans la vie quotidienne des Britanniques. J'ai
choisi "Les Pubs anglais, leur historique, leurs décors, et leur rôle social". A dire vrai,
mon moniteur de stage a peu apprécié mon choix, compte tenu … des travaux
pratiques que cela impliquait
Peu importe, j'étais dès lors vacciné à la culture britannique.. Depuis, je suis retourné
en Grande-Bretagne pratiquement tous les ans. Et j'y ai même fait mon voyage de noces
( en 1971) avec mon épouse, méditerranéenne pur jus, qui a été immédiatement
"contaminée" durablement par ma passion pour l'Angleterre.

PHOTO COMPETITION. WHICH IS ROGER?
No good looking for the moustache!
Our Chris Webb was in Morden in 1963
gaining his first experience of teaching. As he
says ‘great memories’
Chris also refers to the fact that this petite ville
proche de Londres, was also the site of one of
the biggest pre-war housing estates. St Helier
Estate was named after the lady who gave the
land to build the houses to relocate East
Londoners who had lung disorders in the late
1930s.
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Chris and Linda Webb have not been members for many years consequently we had not got to know
Linda very well and most of us were not aware of the health difficulties she faced during her last 20
years. It is clear however that she coped with these problems bravely and it was seldom that she
wasn’t smiling.
Our sincere condolences go to Chris who has put together his memories particularly those which
include times in France. Ed.

Linda Cynthia Webb
25/08/1945- 16/07/2020
Lin was born in Cheam (then in Surrey) where her family were very close
to their immediate neighbours. Mrs Bellamy was Lin’s godmother, Mr
Bellamy was manager of Cheam’s branch of Boots The Chemist, and their
son David became the television ecologist.
At High School, Lin chose the option of dropping French in order to concentrate on chatting with her mates in the library. She declared it would be a
waste of time learning the language, as she never anticipated going there.
We married in 1966, when she was twenty, whilst I was in the middle of
teacher training, enabling her to claim tax relief, as she was supporting a
full time student.
At the wedding reception, the Best Man read out telegram greetings and
the half time score of the World cup quarter finals.
The honeymoon was camping, with a borrowed car, in France and Spain.
Radio commentary was not possible to receive in Andorra, high up in the
Pyrenees, but the World Cup Final win was confirmed by the demeanour of the German tourists.
A daughter, Nicky eventually arrived and at ten she declared that she was fed up with camping in France every
year, and was it recognised that she was the only child in Cheam who had not been to Disney in Florida.
I led two week school exchanges for ten years to the Loire Valley and then five years to a group centre at
Dieppe, with Lin invariably being Group Matron.
Lin’s ability to communicate in French was not great, but French menus never proved to be a problem.
At this time the first French bolt hole was purchased, a minute appartement near Dieppe, but sold in 2001.
Every opportunity was then spent over three years to search for something larger, round the coast from Les
Sables-d’Olonne to Dunkerque, including a week in St.-Vaast-la Hougue.
Eventually a house was purchased between Calais and St. Omer, principally for its accessibility. From Cheam,
via the Channel Tunnel, door to door could be two and a half hours, making weekends in France a regular treat.
The whole family moved to Wimborne in 2011, and we continued our grandparent, daily school run duties.
The slower pace of life in Dorset was much appreciated, but the viability of getting to Calais from Wimborne
for a weekend was no longer possible and reluctantly the French Holiday home was sold.
Despite the good efforts of Wimborne, Bournemouth and Poole Hospitals, Lin’s health presented a succession
of challenges. Considerable pain from fibromyalgia rheumatica meant that she could not raise her arms above
her head to comb her hair. Strangely, she always managed to get the wine glasses from a high shelf but could
not put them back again.
This spring, in addition to problems from different cancers, she started to be anxious about the onset of
dementia, and in some discomfort at a first meeting after lockdown, with her closest friends from Cheam in
July, she declared for the first time that she had had enough. That evening she was taken by ambulance to
Poole Hospital and I was not allowed to accompany her. Two days later, free of pain, she died from complications from bowel cancer.
Friends declared that the principal memory they have of Lin was her ready smile. Our granddaughter, Jasmine
once asked Nicky why Lin and I had been so compatible for fifty years, when we were so different, and she
suggested because of that, and our willingness to tolerate each other’s interests when they were far from our
own. Our disagreements rarely lasted long, for we found it easy to say sorry. For my part I always enjoyed Lin’s
instant comments, devoid of obvious previous thought, so amusing and the most charming part of her
personality. Fortunately, I have many happy memories.
(Thanks for that Chris - full of love and good humour despite your personal sadness. Ed.)
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Thanks to LOUISE HINKS, our committee representative from Wimborne Minster
Town Council. She has written the following account of her family’s -

ESCAPE to SAINT-ÉMILION
As with many others we thought our holiday to France this year was in
doubt with the Covid-19 situation and the closure of many borders. It was
booked for the first two weeks of July and we were unsure whether to cancel
or not. We were lucky in that the separate gîte we rent is set apart in the
grounds of a large house and garden belonging to our French friends, Brigitte
and Luc. The house sits on the banks of the Dordogne just a few miles from
Saint-Émilion. We had been in touch with Brigitte and Luc all year and they
were keen for us to visit but it really depended on whether we were allowed to
travel.
The French government decided to ease their lockdown restrictions
(confinement) and opened up their borders on 15th June. Travel limitations
were also lifted so everything now depended on air bridges being in place
between France and the UK. These were put in place just as our holiday began on 29th June - talk about
cutting it fine!
The situation with Brittany Ferries was rather erratic and we had our sailings changed so many times that
in the end we decided to go across to France via the Channel Tunnel which was a new experience. I was
incredibly surprised at the ease of getting Le Shuttle across and how quick it was. Social distancing was easy
as you never left the car! Getting off in Calais the other side we expected some problems but drove straight
off the train onto the motorway and were on our way. If Folkestone was closer I would certainly consider it
again.
We had booked a small hotel just south of Caen in the countryside which had good reviews and a restaurant
on site for an overnight stay and what a find it was! Quiet, peaceful, great French food (and wine!) and plenty
of parking. It felt so good to be back, I had the best night's sleep I had had in months.
On the drive down towards Bordeaux we stopped at a few aires and there was a 50:50 split on the wearing
of masks - at that point it was optional to wear them unless you were entering a restaurant where they were
mandatory. We wore them anyway, and took a picnic in case there were places that weren't open but
everything was running pretty well as normal.
On arrival chez Brigitte and Luc we had a wonderful warm welcome and were able to catch up on all the
news in person rather than email, which was lovely. The sun was shining, the views across the Dordogne were
beautiful and we were able to finally relax for, what felt like, the first time in a while. It felt incredibly surreal
being in France after such a turbulent few months.
We had a great couple of weeks enjoying all our favourite places including Saint-Émilion (pictured here),
Libourne and Bordeaux. Brigitte and Luc have bikes available for use and we meandered around all the
vineyards and along the banks of the river stopping for lunch occasionally - all the restaurants were open.
All through our UK lockdown my husband and I had been working and being both in engineering, the nature
of what we do meant that most days we were unable
to work from home. It felt extra special to be able to
get away, relax and wind down.
The trip home was a reluctant one but our ferry
crossing was back on although from Caen to
Portsmouth, as the Barfleur into Poole still wasn't
running. We did think, at that point, that it was the
start of getting back to normal and life returning
more to as it was before March ..... how wrong that
assumption was! We feel incredibly fortunate to have
been able to get away and it was sheer luck that the
timing our holiday fell at just the right moment. We
have booked again for next year but who knows how
things will be ..... fingers crossed we will all be heading
back to France by then and life will begin to seem
normal once more.
(very nicely written Louise. I enjoyed the trip from my armchair! Ed.)
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61-63 Leigh Road,
Wimborne
01202 882615

Lisa will welcome you at -

open: Monday - Saturday
7.30am to 4.30pm
10a, Mill Lane, Wimborne, BH21 1JQ
phone: 0781 6462 184
all day breakfast, lunches, teas

The longest palindrome word (reads the same in both directions) in French language is ressasser.
Institutionnalisation is the longest lipogram lacking "c". That is to say, it does not include
any "c".
The anagram of guérison (healing) is soigneur (healer). Endolori (painful) is the anagram of its
antonym indolore (painless) which is paradoxical
Squelette (skeleton) is the only masculine noun to end “ette”.
Où is the only word containing a “u” with a grave accent.
The word “simple” does not rhyme with any other word. Just like triomphe, quatorze,
quinze, pauvre, meutre, monstre, belge, goinfre or larve.
Délice, amour, and orgue have the particularity of being masculine but becoming feminine in plural
form.
Oiseaux is, with seven letters, the longest word where every letter is pronounced. Oiseau
is the shortest word in the French language to contain all of the vowels.

This Way Up from France Today magazine
Do you sometimes find art confusing? You are not alone – even
the experts can get it wrong! In 1961 the Museum of Modern Art
in New York hung Henri Matisse’s paper cut-out Le Bateau
upside down – until an eagle-eyed fan raised the alarm. The
error had gone 47 days unnoticed by curators, more than
100,000 visitors, and even Matisse’s own son, who happened to
be an art dealer.
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We’ve had the sadness of losing several members in recent months
but it’s a delight to see that our oldest member -

KATHLEEN SPENCER
- is still going strong. What’s her secret? Peter Rock has been talking with her.

Kathleen Spencer turned 96 on 24th August and is the oldest of our members. She and her late
husband Eddie joining the Association in the mid eighties but what of her life before that?
She was born in Casablanca in 1924 - her
father, a Lancashire man, was employed there
and was married to a French girl from Paris.
Sadly he died when Kathleen was aged 9 leaving
her with a younger brother Jim, an elder sister
Henriette and their French mother. The family
continued to live in Casablanca for a while but
when Kathleen was aged 10 the family returned
to Paris where they lived for a year. It was then
arranged that her mother and the two younger
children should move to Lancashire where
Kathleen’s late father had two sisters, who
cared for them for some years. Elder sister
Henriette remained in Paris and visited her
family from time to time.
Kathleen’s education thus recommenced at a Grammar school in Bolton. She says that at this
time she spoke no English at all! This does not seem to have hindered the progress of this young
lady from Casablanca! On leaving school, she found work, and one evening with her friends at a
dance in the Bolton Palais, she met a certain Eddie Spencer. He must have made an instant
impression as she remembers the date, which was June 16th! just days after VE Day 1945. In
October that year, Eddie, commissioned in the RAF, was posted to India but before his departure
he asked Kath to wait for him and she agreed!
At one time while working in the Bolton area for a local wholesaler, she remembers, with a
shudder, stockrooms with mice in them - but she does say that the job had the advantage of
enabling her to buy cutlery ‘for the bottom drawer!’
In 1946 Eddie duly returned to England on the Mauritania. The telegram announcing his
return failed to arrive so he turned up on Kathleen’s doorstep without notice! The romance
resumed and after Eddie had satisfied her family of ‘his honourable intentions’ they were
married in Bolton in 1947. Their two boys were born in Bolton in those years. Times were difficult
in depressed Lancashire mill towns and in due course, Eddie improved his prospects by
completing his University education with a BSc and armed with this and textile experience with
Tootal, gained a senior position setting up Kosset Carpets in Huddersfield. The Lancastrians
moved to Yorkshire!
The rest of Kathleen’s married life was spent in Yorkshire until Eddie finally retired. She says
she had always found Yorkshire too cold. ‘I got chilblains’ she remembers. Thus they moved
south to Ferndown where they spent many happy years, and where Kathleen continues to live
today, having sadly lost Eddie in 2016 after almost 70 years of happy marriage.
Kathleen is cheerful, well, and active for her years. She is a regular at St. Mary’s Church in
Ferndown where she has many friends who keep a watchful eye on her, as do Eddie’s friends from
Probus. She is full of praise for the attention of her neighbours and of course her two sons and
their families. Let us hope that before long, we shall welcome Kathleen again to a Twinning event
and be captivated by the way this charming lady with a faint Lancastrian accent, slips so easily
into fluent French, the language which she left behind in Casablanca more than 80 years ago.
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Deyrolle: A Natural Curiosity in Paris
by Hazel Smith for Bonjour Paris
I was first introduced to the renowned institution Deyrolle in Adam Gopnik’s book Paris to the Moon
and added this unusual menagerie of taxidermied animals to my bucket list. While en vacances in
Paris, I wanted to experience Deyrolle with my family as Gopnik had done with his young son. They
had no idea what was in store for them – neither did I.
A duo of gazelles, decked out in incongruous gardening aprons, stood silently greeting us at Deyrolle’s
front entrance at 46 Rue du Bac. Adjusting their outfits was a gerçure informing us about his line of
gardening clothes. “Bah!” Disappointed, I thought, “Something cutesy is going on here.” Later I
realized that the fellow I had practically dismissed was Prince Louis Albert de Broglie. A member of
an aristocratic French family, de Broglie gave up a lucrative banking career to develop a national
tomato conservatory at his family chateau. His friends mocked him, calling him the Prince Jardinier,
or gardener prince. De Broglie also created his Prince Jardinier label of garden implements and an
eponymous line of long-lasting gardening clothes, examples of which were displayed on the stuffed
gazelles. De Broglie first visited Deyrolle as a delighted child of five and bought the fading 1831
establishment outright in 2001.
After ascending to the second floor, we found ourselves staring, mouths agape, at the scene in front of
us. Housed in a series of high-ceilinged, high-windowed rooms were stuffed animals of every sort:
lions, leopards, geese, monkeys. A miniature donkey; a giant water buffalo and a polar bear. Birds
were posed in full-flight or perched on branches under glass. Dogs slept eternally in the aisles.
Talented taxidermists had reconstructed a virtual Noah’s Ark since de Broglie took the reigns of the
shop in its eleventh-hour. A worker had just received an order of shiny beetles from the tropics and
was gently unwrapping them. Drawer after drawer were filled with a multitude of butterflies, scarabs
and respectfully folded birds.
Instead of macabre, I found Deyrolle was more like an intriguing 19th century cabinet de curiosités
than a taxidermist. The animal specimens are for sale or rented as props for films, advertising and
magazine articles. No animals are ever killed for Deyrolle to mount; the species come from zoos,
circuses or animal parks where they’ve succumbed under natural circumstances.
Books, botanical and zoological charts were for sale but other charts draping the rooms looked like
they had been there since 1881, the year the store moved to its present location. Some of the charts can
be seen in Matilde’s bedroom in Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s wonderful epic A Very Long Engagement. The
interior of Deyrolle can be seen in Woody Allen’s Midnight in Paris as Gil pitches an idea to a
flummoxed Luis Buñuel at a Surrealist wedding reception.
For generations people have been visiting Deyrolle and have a special place for it in their hearts. The
second floor had been severely damaged in a fire in 2008, but the only remaining evidence was a
charred peacock perched like a phoenix rising from the ashes to commemorate Deyrolle’s rebirth.
Deyrolle is part of France’s cultural heritage. The history of this almost 200-year-old business is far
from over as long as artists, naturalists and the merely curious continue to be intrigued by it.
DEYROLLE: 46 rue du Bac – 75007 Paris
Opening Hours: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 1:30 pm- 6:30 pm.
Saturdays from 10:30 am- 12:30 pm, 1:30 pm- 6:30 pm.
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WHAT OTHER CHOICE DID THEY HAVE?

Police in Liverpool pulled over a local lad and were amazed to find
the car taxed, M.O.T. tested and insured.
It wasn’t stolen and there were no stolen goods or drugs found.
The driver was sober AND he had a full licence and no points.
A police spokesman said,
“We had no option but to fine him £80 for wasting police time.”

ROGER’s FIRST JOURNEY to UK (translation)
I had been learning English in high school for two years. Without much conviction.
No more than German, which I had been studying for four years. In fact, only
French really interested me and I was the best in my class in text studies, dictation,
and especially writing. Rather than send me to Germany - my mother had suffered
from the Occupation during World War II - my parents decided to send me to
England. With caution, knowing the turbulent teenager that I was, they made
contact with an extracurricular organization that organized trips across the
Channel.
So it was that the coming summer, I found myself in Morden, a small town near
London (terminus of the Northern Line of the London Underground) with an
English family, in total immersion, knowing little of Shakespeare's language apart
from a few hastily learned polite phrases.
In fact, my British hosts were a senior couple, he, retired from the British Railways,
she, a stay-at-home mother, and an excellent cook, and both of them not speaking
a word of French. But, both of them were very forgiving of my pathetic efforts to
engage in dialogue.
Fortunately, the organization had planned to give lessons, every morning, by
volunteer teachers, in the clubhouse of the local cricket club, where all the young
French people who were were part of the trip, like me, met for study. From time to
time, these gentlemen would take us on company visits, to change tourist routes.
This is how I visited the Stock Exchange, Decca Records, even Tri-ang Toys. After
that, the task was not finished, because I had the daily obligation, like all my
comrades to write (in French) two pages in a notebook called Good Companion
which recounted my activity of the past day. And to prepare a major subject there
on the theme of my choice drawn from the daily life of the British. I chose "English
Pubs, their history, their settings, and their social role". To tell the truth, my
internship instructor did not appreciate my choice, taking into account… the
practical work that this involved.
Regardless, I was therefore vaccinated with British culture. Since then, I have
returned to Great Britain almost every year. And I even spent my honeymoon there
(in 1971) with my wife, a pure Mediterranean woman, who was immediately
"contaminated" and lastingly by my passion for England.
PHOTO COMPETITION - Roger is in the third row, seven from the left, wearing a black
suit jacket and a white sweater. More blond hair than today and .. no moustache ...that
appeared in 1975. (I got it right but then changed my mind, opting for 2nd from left at the
front on his haunches Ed.)
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BRITTANY FERRIES - Concessions
Discounts are available for WVTA members.
Please note however that these
arrangements apply only to sailings on the Poole/Cherbourg, Portsmouth/Caen,
Portsmouth/Le Havre and Portsmouth/Cherbourg crossings, not to services elsewhere.
Against standard terms, 50% discounts will be available for crossings with up to 72 hours
ashore in France. For a longer time ashore in France a 10% discount will apply (but note
- from Ist July to 31st August, 50% discount will not be available).
Payment by credit/debit card and discounts are not applicable to instances where the
reservation already attracts other discounts. Nor do they apply to special offers, e.g. 24
hour terms or 2-for-the-price-of-1 promotions, nor on packages including accommodation
and/or car hire, nor on crossings booked online or through travel agents.
To book - at least 3 days ahead of travel - email Mrs Nikki Dilawershah at nikki.dilawershah@brittanyferries.com
- confirming that you are a member of WVTA, the sailings requested, and
a daytime phone/mobile number.

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
in this newsletter- £15 or 25 euros a year ; Includes free entry on our web site www.wvta.org.uk

WVTA members
private adverts are FREE
Contact Norman Payne, 61 Fontmell Rd, Broadstone, BH18 8NN, tel : +44 (0)1202 695179
Les publicités commerciales dans ce bulletin ainsi que sur notre site Internet ne coûtent que 25 euros par an.
Les annonces à titre privé des membres des associations de jumelage sont gratuites.

Local French language courses

WVTA COMMITTEE
(all phone numbers bar one on area code 01202)

Weekly U3A self-help group
contact Groups Secretary
tel: 01258 840622
or get a U3A leaflet from the library at
Colehill, Wimborne or Corfe Mullen,
or visit www.wimborneu3a.org.uk

Beginners, “refreshers”,
improvers, GCSE
one-to-one, or small groups
- contact Christina Phillippo
tel: 01202 699075
(fully qualified French teacher)
The Twinning Websites
Wimborne - www.wvta.org.uk
Valognes www.sites.google.com/site/cjvalogneswimborne/
Dorset Twinning Association - www.twinning.org.uk
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David Emes
07885 791368
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Peter Brooks 619892
treasurer@wvta.org.uk
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Norman Payne 695179
editor@wvta.org.uk
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Norman Payne 695179
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Others:
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